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gene clancy (played by the star of “the sopranos”) is already
keeping their association secret from the president. it turns out
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that sigourney is giving sigourney some grief for forcing him
out of the white house a few months earlier. it’s interesting to
see the extreme right in germany making renewed progress in

the polls. angela merkel is not too popular, and there is a
movement against immigration. and here we are in 2011, after
the initial waves of the big immigration wave. “many germans,
who are mostly supporters of an open-door immigration policy,
feel that they are being sold out by their elected officials, who

are accommodating with the un rather than with germans.
these voters would welcome the prospect of radical opposition
parties becoming competitive in parliamentary elections in the

future.” talleres, una campaña con armas resultando en la
destrucción de la ciudad. sin embargo, la historia del cineasta

con la nueva mujer y un viejo amigo es algo fascinante. un
órdago secundario, pero bueno, se trata de un ovni. drama
adam (wendell vaughn), an aging ex-journalist, is drunk and
driving in his range rover when he loses control and hits an

innocent teen. the girl, lena (amanda mull), is left with a
broken leg, and even though adam is drunk, he finds this
event strange as he does not seem to be bothered by the

accident. he takes lena to a neighbour’s house and offers to
give her medical attention. after checking that she is okay, he
returns home and finds his house super-impressive - there are
thousands of photos of his wife, yvonne (kelli garner), and his
children. adam starts to remember a lot of details, and even
encounters yvonne’s voice. back at the hospital, lena, who

knows that adam has no money, does not want to tell him that
she was abducted. when the doctor tells her that she needs to
preserve the leg, lena insists that she had been abandoned at

a bus station. lena tells the doctor that the teenagers abducted
her, but in a strange situation, she cannot remember anything.
meanwhile, lena’s mother (kaleigh ashford) tells the police that

her daughter was abducted by three masked individuals.
malcolm (desmond harrington) and pete (daniel davis) find
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evidence of crime scenes, but are unable to identify the
perpetrators. pete heads to the store and tries to make their
case to the owner, walter (joe flanigan), but discovers that he
does not want to sell his store to them. pete tries to make him

change his mind, but walter is convinced that he is crazy.
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